


Imagine modern or  
traditional looks and elegant  

wood finishes that won’t  
warp or rust.
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been designed and tested with 

your security and safety in mind 

and also meet Miami-Dade impact 

resistant requirements. For over 20 

years, CGI Windows and Doors has 

been creating high quality impact 

resistant windows and doors for the 

residential and commercial markets. 

Our products can now be found in 

hotels, schools, office buildings, and 

in the finest and most elegant of 

homes.

Estate Entrances from CGI Windows 

and Doors provide you with the 

beauty of wood and the security, 

durability, quality and strength of 

heavy-gauge aluminum. Our doors 

require minimal maintenance and 

will not swell or decay. The raised 

colonial muntins, painted wood 

grain finishes, custom colors, and the 

wide selection of glass and hardware 

options are elegant enhancements 

to any home. All of our doors have 

Security, Durability, beauty  
anD OppOrtunity are KnOcKing.
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It’s the best of both worlds. 

Unlike wood or steel, our 

doors won’t warp or rust. 

Constructed of high quality 

commercial-grade aluminum 

alloy and intruder resistant 

laminated glass, our doors 

are produced to our exacting, 

“best-in-class” standards. CGI 

products combine the strength 

of impact resistant windows 

and doors with the beauty and 

elegance of wood. 

clean, cOntempOrary DOOrS 
FOr a mODerniSt lOOK.
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upDate yOur entrance
Updating your home for security, durability, and beauty is easy and doesn’t have to cost a fortune, but it can look like one.
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More warmth. More style.  
More elegance.

The Estate Entrances collection 

of doors comes with a broad 

selection of premium wood 

finishes. These finishes are so close 

to real wood that the most critical 

eye can hardly tell the difference. 

Our rich, beautiful, durable 

finishes are based on a unique, 

patented painting process that has 

been available since 1996.

Dramatic, traDitiOnal entranceS  
beautiFully cOmpliment yOur HOme.
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WHy cHOOSe yOur entrance FrOm  
tHe eState entranceS cOllectiOn?

a ricH SelectiOn OF DeSign anD prODuct cHOiceS

Design options to meet a variety of styles and preferences
Various color and finish options
Various glass types and colors

Numerous hardware styles
Stately hinged hand-crafted wrought iron designs

Aluminum panels
Selection of grids and designs
Inswing or outswing options

Matching sidelites and transoms

intruSiOn reSiStance in a beautiFul prODuct

Impact-resistant glass options
Strong frame design

Patented 3-point security locking system
Lab-tested to resist intrusion

minimal maintenance requireD

Aluminum alloy does not rot, warp or rust
Built weather tough

bacKeD by

An industry leading 10-year warranty
A highly reputable company, est. 1992

Time tested, over 25,000 installed doors
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4.625” Muntin Hand-forged aluminum grills 
custom made for every door 

1”Muntin

Individually shaped and hand fitted for a look of wood that is unsurpassed

3.5”Muntin

Contoured bead

griDS

Inswing option available 

3 sill types - Residential Square, Saddle or  
ADA threshold, and Residential Saddle

Wider and taller doors available  

OtHer OptiOnS

Square bead

grillS
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Our entrance doors come in a host of standard and custom finishes. Choose from our standard white,  
bronze or upgrade to a variety of colors including our Aspen Wood Grain Finishes.  

Hazelnut Brown* Mahogany Red* Walnut Brown*Bronze* White/Bone White 
Kynar or equivalent*+

Class I Clear Anodized*

FiniSHeS

The Estate Entrances Collection is available with impact and intruder resistant glass and a variety of thermally efficient 
glass types such as insulated glass with LoE coatings. Glass tint colors may not be accurate representations.

glaSS tintS

Bronze Mist  
(Pattern 62)

RainDark Gray  
(Turtle Code)

Gray Solexia Green Azuria BlueClear

 Baldwin offers inspired door hardware designs in highly crafted, rich finishes. The Baldwin 
door hardware can be the beginning of a grand style that can be carried throughout the home with coordinating  

interior hardware, latches, and bath products. 

HarDWare

* Paint finish colors may not be accurate representations. Other custom colors and wood finishes available upon request subject to a minimum order size.
+Note that white and bone white kynar are different
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Satin Nickel Venetian Bronze

Satin Nickel

Venetian Bronze Deluxe Handleset Satin Nickel Deluxe HandlesetPolished Brass

Satin NickelVenetian BronzeSatin NickelPolished Brass

aSpen WOOD FiniSHeS



glaSS tintS

HarDWare

aSpen WOOD FiniSHeS

Process:

The Aspen Wood Grain Finishes are created with a

three step process. The aluminum material is chemically

pre-treated to prepare the surface for paint. Then, a base

coat of paint is applied. Finally, a special ink pattern is

applied through a sublimation process. The final result is an

integrated color that mimics real wood finishes.

CGI offers the highest quality wood grain finishes available in the market.

Finishes that look like real wood
Super durable base coat

Appearance of painted aluminum
Standard base coat

OurS OTherS

Maintenance: 

Simulated wood grain finishes perform best when cleaned 

with soap and water. No solvents, glass cleaners, abrasive 

materials, etc. should be used.

Expectations:

Wood grain finishes are designed to mimic wood, consequently there will be color variations between extrusions,

within extrusions and on the same projects just like wood. Additionally, wood grains follow the “long” dimension

of the material, so some products may have wood grain that runs in different directions like below (*).

Additionally small blemishes may be touched up during the manufacturing process. Imperfections that are difficult

to detect from 6 feet are not considered manufacturing defects. 

VariatiOn iS part OF tHe natural beauty
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*Real wood products 
have color variations 
between panels and 
frequently the grain 
will run in different 
directions.

*Just like real wood, 
CGI’s Aspen wood 
grain finishes will 
have some color 
variations and wood 
grain that runs in 
different directions. 

CGI wood  
variation

real Wood CGI Aspen wood grain finish
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CGI Windows and Doors, Inc.
10100 NW 25th Street  
Miami, FL 33172

800.442.9042   
Office: 305.593.6590  
Fax: 305.593.6592

E-mail: inquiries@cgiwindows.com
www.cgiwindows.com

© CGI Impact Resistant Windows & Doors.


